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EXHIBIT DETAILS
The exhibit is a mobile memorial and teaching tool for Modern American history. The Project was created to
allow kids and adults the opportunity to see, touch and learn from a “larger than life” artifact from 9/11. The
Rescue truck serves as the backdrop to numerous stories of heroics and humanity that occurred on 9/11 and
continues to carry forward today with the members of the Armed Forces that chose to serve their country as a
result of the events of 9/11. The Project does not involve or discuss any political aspects of the events and
strives to educate kids as to what happened and how it changed the world.
With regards to similar historic artifacts from past generations, the Rescue truck is paralleled to the Memphis
Belle, which represents WWII and not just a specific air wing or service branch. The Rescue is not only
representative of FDNY or the City of New York, but it signifies all events of that day and the resulting effects.
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ABOUT THE PROJECT
On September 11th, 2001, 9 firefighters from FDNY Rescue 4 and 11 firefighters from Rescue 5 lost their lives
trying to save others at the WTC. Their trucks were able to go back into service and continued to serve the
residents of New York City until 2011, when they became part of the Remembrance Rescue Project. The
Remembrance Rescue Project is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit created and operated by firefighters to restore,
preserve and share Rescue 4 and Rescue 5 from 9/11 as educational tools, historical artifacts and memorials.
The Project involving former FDNY Rescue 4 and Rescue 5 is an educational effort focused at society,
especially youngsters who were too young to actually understand the events of September 11th and what that
day means to first responders, service members and the country as a whole.
The Remembrance Rescue Project is a 100% volunteer operations with firefighters from across the country
donating their time to accompany the Rescues throughout the United States in order to fulfill the
Project's mission to educate, honor and remember. The Project relies on donations for its entire operation,
with funds raised going to the preservation, maintenance, operation and education with both surviving
Rescues. The Project is a young organization with a remarkable beginning. Within the first 36 months of the
Project, the Rescues have traveled over 35,000 miles, participating in over 350 events across the country with
total cumulative attendance of over 2.5 million people in 29 markets.
The Remembrance Rescue Project remains an extremely well received static display and historical artifact at
air shows across the nation including the Joint Service Open House at Andrews Air Force Base, Quad City
Air Show, Rockford Air Show, New Smyrna Beach Skyfest and the Plano Balloon Festival. We know from
experience that the Rescues are a unique marketing/PR tool and we welcome the opportunity to include the
Remembrance Rescue Project in the 2015 Air Show.

